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DANCES

by Bern A. Knoll '55

M.I.T. — You can go back to the cave-man...

bids - are available to help bring out your 'primitive Barbarian', this is the annual in-
hibits (not square); it ought to be quite
fitting to Ermintrude It, slap your face and
conclusion, he says:

The Junior Class of student athletes at Un-
world's first successful 100-yard dash.

A Master of Ceremonies will introduce Er-
ment to the Junior Class of student

TUES—on the shores of New England.

LASELL JUNIOR COLLEGE—Winslow

It's a Landslide! Arrow
"Oxords" Voted Style Kings

Large majority of collegians favor trim good looks of Arrow "Gordon Doyor Button-down"

"Lasting good looks" was the main reason cited for the overwhelming popularity of Arrow "Gordon Doyor Button-downs". These fine shirts... which retain their fresh good looks all day long... are available at all Arrow dealers—in white or colors.

Kicked in the Face by a Bootee

Who Ever Called it a "Blessed Event"?

Once there was a Sophomore who had a Date. He also had 4 cents. As Continentals would have it, both fe-
male labor under the Baked Goods Handbook of Emotions, small world.

The situation (call her Ermintrude) for the record) got warped. In due pro-
cess she produced an'Neill's, frisson-like. Our Boy sat down and wept;

Standing in the wings, I started "I hope you have a Baby." "Oh, no" she replied. "I'm going to mail it. West off for the Wed-
bday, heading for the Commodore where the Roses came stoped it.

The letter, being "The Fool of Honor, didn't need any further than the bed-
off. She thought it was the last earthly... "Ermintrude, Imposing at a Con-
cussion, he addressed an envo
to Ermintrude It, stopped on a

It's a showing of the movie, "Westward with

Peter Bond Bringham — Conceptual—!

You are the Junior Class of students

to Ermintrude It. It's a slap

SARGENT COLLEGE—will hold a "Street
and Porch" dance this Saturday for the

CAMPUS CRUISING

M.I.T.—Carolnnail Universal University Ser-
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